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CHAPTER - I

Some Important Segmental And Supra— Segmental Features Of 
Indian English < With Special Reference to Weak Forms)

So many linguists and scholars have worked in the area of 
how phonetic features of Indian English are different from 
British English. There is a variety which is called E. I. E. 
(Educated Indian English) There are regional varieties of 
English. Prof. R.K.Bansal and J.B. Harrison, Paroo Nihalani, 
Prof.Tongue and Priya Hosali and Prof T. Balausubramanian have 
contributed a great deal to the study of phonetic features of 
Indian English. They have also mentioned the segmental and 
supra-segmental features. Their Findings have been very useful 
for those who wish to study some of the features of Indian 
English. So we are also indebted to them for their findings as 
our hypothesis is based on their findings. Let us have a look at 
their findings Dne by one.

1. Segmental Features of Indian English.
1.1 - R.K. Bansal and J.B. Harrison i ‘Spoken English for 
India ;A Manual of Speech and Phonetics' R.K.Bansal and Harrison 
describe the features of Indian English in detail.
1.1.1 — Vowels in Indian English.
Compared with the twenty Vowel system of British Received 
Pronunciation ( R.P. here after) Educated Indian English has a
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system of 11 pure vowels and 6 glides. They are as following

/ *i; / as in seat 1 Siit 1

1 X / as in sit / sit /
/ e‘ / as in rate / re:t /
I £ / as in bed /bid /

/ X / as in mad / mid /

/ d‘ / as in car / /Cd:y /

1 b / as in cot / Kot /

all / bl (

horse /bD'fS/

1 O'. / as in home / ho'.m (

force /£o: TS j
i or / as i n cook / (tK /
1 u; 1 as in rule /fu:| /

cube /Kju:b/
I 3 1 as in bus j bss l

bird Ibdrd 1

about /ibd.V'tl

Vowel Glides s

/ <31 1 as in kite '

i o£ ( as in boil / i>oS-' '

l dU 1 as i n house / hdVS i

1 19 1 as in cheer / tjra* /

1 t d 1 as i n air j eay /
J vd 1 as in poor /
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1.1.3 - Difference Between the Vowel System of British R.P. and
Indian English.
The important differences between the vowel system of 

British R.P. and Indian English are as follows
i) Indian English has only one phoneme /3j corresponding to

R.P. / A / , / 3! / and / 31 •
ii) Indian English has one phoneme /£ I corresponding to R.P.

/ o/ and I 0‘. I ,

iii) Indian English has monopthongs /^! / and /O'/ instead
of R.P. /ex/ and .

iv) The qualities of some of the Indian English vowels are 
different from those in R.P.

v) The distribution of vowels in Indian English differs 
from that of in R.P.
For Example - In an unaccented syllable, We can observe that 
weak vowel ( like /3/ , 1X / or I ~& ( > is used. But in Indian
English there is a tendency of using the vowel indicated by the 
spelling.

1.1.4 — Consonants in Indian English s

According to R.K. Bansal and J.B. Harrison Indian 
English differs from British R.P. in respect of the following, 

i) It I j id I are sometimes retroflex [ b] , [4t ] . 

i i ) 1 » ^5 > S , ~b I are articulated with tongue tip down,,
iii >/>// < / o> / are replaced by one phoneme "&■: which s.s 

realised as frictionless labio dental Ih>/ or weeklv .-ouv>aen Lu\!
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iv) ^ ® I are replaced by plosives / t- c4 j
n ’ r» * '

1.S — Nihalani, Tongue and Hosali t ' Indian and British 
English A Handbook of Usage and Pronunciation ( 1979)

In this pedagogical work the authors begin with a 
concept of 'Educated Indian English.’ They have tried to find 
out a fitting model of pronunciation for Indians. A synthetic 
model consisting of both indigenous and native English elements 
is proposed. This book gives as the features of sounds spoken by 
Indian speakers and the use of the alternatives by them for 
difficult R.P. sounds such as /&!/ and 10*/ for R.P. / e Z I and 1^1 ■ 

This model gives us the phonological essentials of 
standard English which is called 'Educated Indian English', The 
authors firmly believe that there is an educated Indian
pronunciation. It differs from R.P. in some respects, they have 
made compromise with certain sounds on the basis of two 
criteria. One is national and international intelligibility and 
another is attainabi1ity in the actual teaching situation. But 
they have insisted that it is essential for Indian speakers to 
adopt the features of stress, rhythm and intonation

The following is a list of vowels in EIE according to
them.
1.2.1 - Monopthongs

/ / / as in seat Isi : t /
I I 1 as in sit / Sit /
/ e*. 1 as in say / s«: /
/ e I as in cottage / Ko te

/ L i as i n set / tLT
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/ X l as in sad / Socd 1

/ d: 1 as in part 1 pd: rt /
) 0 1 as in cot, 1 Kot J

caught / 1C ot /
1 XI 1 as in foot 1 fv+ /

/ LI.* 1 as in food / fa'.cl j

/ * 1 as in bird f l b^yd j

about l ^ bctlfi }

/ 01 t as in coat 1 KO-i. /

Dipthongs
1 dl 1 as in kite / Kdxt 1

1 dv 1 as in housa / hdVS !

1 di 1 as in toil 1 toxj /

/ X3 1 as in here / h XVf /

1 ea 1 as in aii- / /

1 xr'd 1 as in poor 1 p^3T /

i.S.3 — Differences Between the Vowel Bystem of R.P. and EIE
i) Indian English has monop thongs Itlf and lo;f instead of 

R.P. dipthongs Ittf and iWl *
ii) There are three central vowels in R.P. /A/, / 3 *. /

and hi . EIE only have one corresponding vowel / 3/•

iii) R.P. vowels/0/ and hlj have only one correspond- 

ing vowel /fc] in Educated Indian English.

iv) E. I. E. is a rhotic accent, that is to say ' r1 

is pronounced where ever it occurs, unlike R.P. where post
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vocalic 'r1 is not pronounced.

v)In R.P., the neutral vowel never occurs in a stressed

syllable where as in E I E it does.
For Example - mother / 'hva cl 2V /
..*.... ........ ..... n

1.2.4 - Differences Between the Consonant System of R.P. 
and E. I. E.

i )lv/ and /t0( are often replaced by sound I'&l in E.I.E. 

ii) Sometimes alveolar sounds / t ,d-l of R.P. are 

retroflexed.
i i i ) I "tS, cl j , *5 , 7)1 are articulated with tongue

tip down and the blade of the tongue making an alveolar or post 

alveolar contact. In R.P. it is the tip and not the blade.

iv) Majority of Indian speakers of English do not use 
17> l ■ As a result, the distinction between the voiceless palate
alveolarljl and it's voiced counterpart ll>l is lost

v) The fricatives IQi ”3 / are replaced by plosives /1*
rt ’

d I in E I E .
fl

The differences between R.P. and E I E at the segmental level 

are marginal f^om the point of view of intelligibility and could 

be easily learned.

1.2.5 - Stress
There are so many Indian speakers to whom the phenomenon of 

stress has become a problem. Words which are accented in R.P. 
are often uttered as unaccented in I.E. This presents the 
problem of intelligibility. However they grant that 6.I.E. and
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R.P. forms can be regarded as the two extremes of a continuum
which covers the complete range of acceptability according to 
the criteria established, namely intelligibility at the 
national and international level. Many speakers of English in 
India may find themselves to be somewhere in between these two 
extremes. This would mean that their English would be understood 
anywhere in the world but their pronunciation would probably 
identify them as Indians.

1*3 - T. Balasubramanian - ' ft Textbook of English Phonetics
for Indian Students* (1981)
In the book, T. Balasubramanian has given the concept of General 
Indian English (G.I.E.) and also discussed some of its features. 
GIE is a variety of English spoken by Educated Indians. It is 
free from regional features. It describes the phonological 
features of a variety of English, so it is descriptive. It is 
prescribed at the C I E F L to Indian speakers of English as a 
model of Spoken English to emulate so it is prescriptive. This 
GIE system concentrates on the common phonological features of 
several varieties of Indian English together removing certain 
gross regional features. This is a generalised as well as 
standardised model for the use of Indian speakers

Let us look at the vowel and consonant system of GIE

1.3.1 - The Vowel System of GIE
G IE has a vowel system consisting of 11 pure vowels and b. 
dipthongs
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Pure Vowels/ Monopthong
i: / as i n beat 1 hi: t (

X / as in big 1 *>x 3 ,
/ as in gate / 3 e.: t /

‘ as in get / 9 £t /
X 1 as i n bat / fcxt /

cl t as in past 1 pd'.st /
6 / as in cot, 1 fCfct /

caught J KDt /
0: 1 as in coat / Ko: t /

! 1/ 1 as in put / pvt /
1 U ' I as in fool / fa: l /
/ 3 1 as in cut, / lot /

hurt, / f /
about / 3 bclwt j

Dipthongs
/ cl I i as in bite / bail

/ D X 1 as in oil 1 011
/ civ 1 as in cow 1 KdV

/ 13 1 as i n hear , hi.*?
/ v a I as in poor 1 pxrZTf

1 e 3 f as in there j -year

1.3.8 — Difference Between the Vowel Systems of R.P. and 6IE
i) As against R.P./°1 and /DljGIE has only one phoneme 

lot . Thus in 6 I E the distinction between cot and caught has
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been lost.

ii) There are /3‘-/ , /M and Id} in R.P.,where
as G I E has only one phoneme /3/•

iii) 6 IE has two pure vowels and monophongs /£'/ and 
I O'. I in place of R.P. dipthongs Inland I’bVl respectively.

iv) 6 I E has closer and less centralized /X/ andl 
/tr| than their R.P. counterparts.

v) The G I E vowel in words like bet, bed, etc is 

more open than its R.P. counterpart. (That is why G I E vowel 
is symbolized /*!• )

1.3.3 - The Consonant System of G I E
There are E4 consonants in R.P. but G I E has only 83 

consonants. There are differences between G I E and R.P. conson

ant systems which can be mentioned as below.
i) G.I.E. has dental plosive Id / and It}instead of 

R.P. dental fricatives / and l&i •
ii) G.I.E. has retroflex plosives ("b I and /^i instead of 

R.P. alveolar plosives Itl and Id l >

iii) R.P has two phonemes l^i and I VI. But GIE can 

replace II to both. Indians, we can say,do not differentiate 

between pairs like wine vine, vest and west etc.

Apart from these differences in the consonant system, 

there are certain phonetic differences between R.P. and G.I.E. 

These are listed below.
i) In G.I.E, voiceless plosives are unaspirated in
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all positions where as in R.P. they are aspirated. When they 
occur initially in stressed syllables.

ii) In G.I.E / I does not occur word-f inal ly. Since 
word final/h|is represented by the letters no. Most Indians 
introduce *9/ after/tyl. In other words, words like ring. sino. 

vouna are pronounced with final I $91 •
iii) In G.I.E /£// and /cf$/ are palatal africates.But 

in R.P. they are not palato alveolar africates.
iv) In R.P. h!l has different phonetic realizations 

where as in G I E 17/ is invariably a rolled [_f] or a [ ■£ j tap
Also, most Indians pronounce /t/ in all positions :.e where aver 
the /ftI is found in spelling.

v) In G.I.E there is one to one correspondence 
between spelling and pronunciation. Most Indians tend to 
pronounce words with medial double consonant letters with the 
consonant in question considerably prolonged. For example, words 
like upper, letter.summer, running.Pullv etc.with a prolonged

In I , It*1 , / nnl, /llj respectiveiy.

T. Balasubramanian opines that many of the features of 
G I E do not affect intelligibility within India.
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1.4 Summary
Let us compare the three scholars' findings :

Bansal (E.I.E.) Nihalani etal(I.E.) T. Balasubramanian
Vowels - Vowels - 12+6= 18 Vowels -11+6= 17
11+6 =17 . /e / -additional agrees with Bansal in

instead of all respects including
Bansa 1 ‘ s / 6 £. / * / o a.

Consonants - 23 Consonants - 22 Consonants - 83
/ VI and / UJ1 missing Same as Bansa1's .
replaced by . in stead of

1V | and L uJ I •

It is clear from the above comparative table that most of I.E 
segmental phonemes posited by these three scholars are the same 
There are, however, some marginal differences as follows.

i) The phoneme inventories of Bansal and 
Balasubramanian are identical but according to Nihalani et al 
there are 18 vowels in I.E. They give one more pure vowel 

/£/ which the other two scholars do not.
ii) tvihalani et al do not have the diphthong 

instead of RP l&rl in their inventory.
iii) Mihalani et al1s inventory of consonants has 

only SS consonants as against Bansal and Balasubramanian’s 23. 
According to them the voiced palato alveolar fricative I! does 
not exist in I.E.
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1.5 — Supra - Segmental features -
1.5.1 - Accented and Unaccented Words
Words do not occur singly, they come in groups as they are spoken 
continuously. The words are combined in sentences. Some words 
are accented and some words are unaccented. Some words are said 
with greater force and some words are pronounced more weakly. 
The words which are pronounced with greater force are called 
‘strong forms or 'stressed words.1 If a word has two or 
more than two syllables, then the prominent syllable is 
stressed. In the same way, some words always stand out from the 
rest in an utterance comprising two or more words.

Some words are not generally stressed if they are 
purely grammatical words like pronoun (I, we, he, his, him. sne, 
her, it, then, they, us ) prepositions (to,from, at, for, of,by 
etc) articles ( a, an, the, some) conjunctions ( and, or, but, 
yet, although etc) auxiliaries ( will, would, shall, should, can, 
could, do, does, did, has, have, had, was, am, is be, are, may, 
must). The words usually stressed are the content words like. 
Main Verbs ( come, eat, play etc) Nouns ( pen, Raju, Taj Mahal, 
etc) Adjectives - ( beautiful, golden, tall etc. ) and Adverbs 
( fast, quite, swiftly etc.) and the like. It means that the 
structural words are not stressed and the content words are 
generally stressed.
For Example

i) He used to come on Sundays.
// il jvjd *k.Am on 'GtKndiZz/l

Here the stress is on ‘used *< M.V.),’come *(M.V.> and Sundays1
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(N. )

ii) I've found my book 
// ctrv ‘-fclvnd mdX 'bvKI

Here the stress is on 'found'(M.V> and' book'(N). So 
words which are accented are * content*words.'These words 

are more important than others in conveying the meaning of the 

sentences. Words which are unaccented are * formal' or ’ gram

matical ' Words which perform grammatical functions rather than 

carrying meaning. These unaccented syllables are pronounced 

rapidly when several of them come together between accented 

syllables. This means, these unaccented syllables are considei— 

ably weakened. The use of the 'weakened1 pronunciations or 

'Weak Forms' is therefore very important.

The important thing from the learner's point of view is 

to know which words are to be accented in the sentence. The 

first point to make is that the syllables of words which receive 

primary accent when the word is pronounced in isolation are 

'potentially' those which will receive the accent when the word 

occurs in a sentence. Thus in a two syllable word 'about'
I 2 bchJt|# the first syllable is unaccented and the second ac

cented. When 'about' is found in connected speech, the first 

syllable could not be accented, and the second might or mght 

not be, depending on the rhythmic balance of the- sentence 

and the relative importance ascribed by the speaker to its dif

ferent semantic constituents. In the sentence, They are coming 
about nine' R,F'.//!Sfcl 5 KAmivj dbclvt ^dlh // the second

syllable of ’about' is not accented because the most important;
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parts of the sentence from the point of view of meaning are
'coming' and the 'time at which they are coming.' In the
sentence, 'she don't know what she's about' R.P. // 5 T c^Azn+ 

'nav Loot ji:z 3Wirt II The second
syllable of 'about' receives primary (or tonic) accent, because 
the word is semantically important, because it occupies a posi
tion in the sentence, where, given the position of the other two 
strong syllables, another strong syllable would become neces
sary because of the rhythm of the sentence as a whole. Accent at 
the level of the sentence is therefore much freer than in the 
word. However the content words like Nouns, Main Verbs, 
Adjectives and Adverbs, Demonstrative and Interrogative Pro
nouns receive accent in the sentence. The tonic accent is indi
cated by oblique bar pointing down word.<\)
For Example - He came late to the office •

II I; *Kei.nn ‘leit t3 "5 X 'Dfxs||
Words that are normally accented in native English are sometimes 
left unaccented in Indian English. This is one reason why Indian 
English is sometimes unintelligible to native English speakers.

l.S.E - Weak forms
This is an important feature of English accentual pattern. rhe 
unaccented syllables between the accented syllables tend to 
become reduced. This reduction is most marked in quick and
informal speech. There are roughly 45 words in English which 
give two or more pronunciations - one 'strong* and one 
'weak1 .The learning of weak forms is extremely necessary. 
Many non-native speakers of English generally fail to use this
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feature in their speech, especially in relation to native speak

ers of R.P. Almost all speakers of R.P. use weak forms in 

their pronunciations.

It must be noticed that all the weak forms are formal 

or grammatical words. These form words, do, in certain circum

stances, retain their strong forms,but generally they are pro

nounced in their weak forms, We shall now make a list of the 

circumstances when strong forms are acceptable and when weak 

forms are used.

Words Strona Forms Weak Forums

1) Articles

i ) a lex/

// cii'njon-t ez'pen not 'menij
/a/

II ll cix ’uj ont a'pt"

ii ) an l xn / 120 1

It di ‘idzK xn ’oc.pl not ll *hxv an *xpl II

iii ) the

mxn'j It

I'gr.l- before voxels-
/a 3 l- before Consonants

II K i: ‘d’.nis 3h $!; 'ajKIzA If dl kxlci rr>zn II

iv) some / s^ml- if used as pronoun [sim i- used as an
article

l/Snm dv mdl i^oKsll K S d m 'men Ii

S> Pronouns(Except I, we, she - they are always in strong form)

i ) he 1 h i: i th 1

// Hi,' ii 1 ^ re 11 // ll d zd i: ’ujxn It

ii) him / hirn 1 1 Xm /

II 'giv 1+ ta Kirn not ha: ll //'gxw im ’"tll
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Words Strong Forms Weak Forms

i i i ) his I h til

II hi 2. 'pin II

iv) her

ml

Hd 1 '|dtK II 'pih II

I/ ha*./
II ha: cJres II /j 'teiic a: ’haum II

(At the beginning of word groups the forms / h’*., him, hi’, t ' 
should be used)
2) Pronouns

I U tml Iv) them
Il'lCr! 2e.m 'not as// II 'sfnd 3am bell spavSt

vi) us / AS /

ll'txi ioud br 'i:n -Tar 

/NS //

3) Preposition
i ) at / X+/

// '/Crtm xt c/3 ASi d-'Pt3 
'tit/

i i > for I f o \ I

II 'ooois 0/ 'hnrl fo: II

i ii) of /fW I

ll dll si; cl I l^an

01r>VII

/ s /
ll r. 'usont as 13 g av /;

*■ .. „ 5
/si- onlu h6-7. r. 

ll /ft S iia' It h

1 at /
// 'kfA m b + ' u> Ans II

Ifhl- before consonant* •
// 'ICapa +".3 ’+i: 11

I -far/- be'fcre sovJds

ll kr\m -fzt a *rr» i: I it

I d v /
// u a Kai’o a

i/j 4 ' ^ n C2 *'
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Words Strono Forms Weak Forms

i v) to / tu.: j - ie.-fe.re 1 t3 1 - beferG
V0\Ntls and i n the fina.1 to nso nan is
p os i -Hon . II id 'sPlz d: ta

II Cll 'won tie/ tu.; 'd.'&lcju: // ’ 9 a t j-II

V) from / from / 1 fnml

11 Jjs 'eixfzicair ±3 II cll ’sent Xt trdn>
'get 9*7.0 ex fyQrO II '/And 2 0 i

4) Conjunctions
i ) and / xnd / /an | or /h /

II xnd '-torn tot: // II ju: 2 n cll II

i i > but / b A-f / //bred n 'bj*t3i 
/bat/

clxm '^oyx ba+dx led: nt// b*t tu: 'Kioxicm il

i i i ) as Ixzl
' h€.l p II

/ ax/
(horrnalhj ased as cl // 32 '5vet 0 2 'cjavld If

u/e<id: ferno • j
iv) than 1 $ X n / / a n /

v) that
inormtyUsj used as a

u)£0~t£ fvrrn)

I Kxt/

II gxt '/nxn xt. mclZ 'frtindlf

5) Auxiliaries
i ) am

i i ) is

//beta t in1 I!

/ t a - 1

//dl 'l Ctrl Tjat ’52-' i II

lrr\f~ qp-kr £lj .

II dim 'hx.pl jl 
J dm j - t (St cohere 

//’wen 2m ci± ta 'hi: '"^e> t! 

fill - aPRr /s,2,5,3 , *S,^/ /$/ - aPKr- lp,t3 K.f, 6 i
II Wtj IX 'relit// " 5 *drn " ,

I-z.1 - a (~H> vi\Nt‘s ana
i/d ■ can.soru? n/S .

I d^on -z ' hz 2 //

/xm /

II xno cU ve.rl /at //
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Words Strong Forms Weak Forms

iii )

iv>

v >

vi )

vi i )

vi i i )

i x)

was / u) DXl I 10J2/

II W D2 ClX H II 'we. ui32 Wit! II

are I cl: l

It u>v d: 'stju dants //

t>e / b j

II i: ujiI 'bi: 'wl

do j d u’> | » before

yo \^e.(s.
H du: it ' nd.U/f

does / d at. /

// c//vx hr. II

/>/- t t^bre tonsonanis.
II 75 a 5 3 : /-z d ’tju-'t9^( II

I 2*1 - fceiure voW^S.
II % 2 'rn to 3 v V\g l r //

I 61/

fl cJu: Xi 'n civ jf ju.'
,u>oni ti bi' 'prompilf

ld*l- Se/bve tonsonan-fs.

// 't>cU? d) j a v ds 1/

/ du I

Ij'uJtjn d 3Z
tja 'hrein 'l • •• v II

has l hx.7.1 -

Rvrtly used QS Q

Strong -form. Crtntrdllj

Used as a iueoL< /brm-

have /bxv|

// hxv ju: 3b Vpdinfcm9nt //

/ 3-2.|- a P k*/S ,"5, ^, "2 ^

II Hi 'pitis 32 'tCernc^d//

/SI - aPkv lp,t, K,4, & f ■

II cJj xJC S '9 on II 

I?.} - e-lS£iD htrt.

H cf^on -z bi:n si^ //

/i//- a^MvrI, u/-e,j/ou, «vey* 

fl ju1- ✓ 1 + //
/3v/- else cohere.

II Si 'mtn dv 'Ssn ^
18



Words Strong Forms Weak Forms

x) had / hid I

//8xd 'em. u)dn fdvndll

/ d( - afcHr Itu)tfyou,

ht, s.ht , tMj '
// ci Id dah xf // 

l set / - eiseujhej'e ■
H z 3 'gt'-i 3 d b i: n 'gQn l!

(At the beginning word groups the forms Ihxv, bxx, Hxd/should be

used. When has, had, have are full verbs they should be always 
pronounced / hxz, bxci. / j.d.O. Conner)
x i ) can

xii) shal 1

xiii> will

II

/ /Cxn/
II j-iS ju: JCxn //

I Sxi I

II ix( u>VI 's^v//
I UJI If

UJ I( J IX: //

/ K*an I

II h civ ell ’htlp 11

Isn

II d i 5/ da.' i+//
/,/- afftr , you* >><,

a nd Con sana. n Is

*.xc.tpt I 1 I

xiv) would / covcL/

// uivd. ju : du: it I!

xv) must JmAStl

II j DS ^ //

// a;. I 'git' it II 

Idll- adfe/ voweJs and

// a / 'uji h fl

I df. a x, u*,^, Hsty ,

hi, shi
ll did du.. it!

I ad / - e e to h t v e ■
// dfjDO sci Ida; r+/

/ >m aS f /
II cir malt Vl lm II

The weak forms are not always used in Indian English. 
Sometimes the weak form used is different from that of in R.P.
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For Example 'a' is generally pronounced asFor Example i) 'a' is generally pronounced as / ^ /

i i ) 'and' is generally pronounced as /,

i i i ) ‘are*is generally pronouncad as / d'Y /,

i v) 'for* is generally pronounced as /^'dV / .

v) 'from'is generally pronounced as /frD^/ ,

vi ) 'of' is generally pronounced as / of / .

vi i ) 'to' is generally pronounced as / /

vi i i ) 'as' is generally pronounced as / TCfc / .

i x) ‘the’ is generally pronounced as / c/9 / .

ao


